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Abstract Online Social Networks (OSNs) play a signif-

icant role in the daily life of hundreds of millions of people.

However, many user profiles in OSNs contain deceptive

information. Existing studies have shown that lying in

OSNs is quite widespread, often for protecting a user’s

privacy. In this paper, we propose a novel approach for

detecting deceptive profiles in OSNs. We specifically

define a set of analysis methods for detecting deceptive

information about user genders and locations in Twitter.

First, we collected a large dataset of Twitter profiles and

tweets. Next, we defined methods for gender guessing from

Twitter profile colors and names. Subsequently, we apply

Bayesian classification and K-means clustering algorithms

to Twitter profile characteristics (e.g., profile layout colors,

first names, user names, and spatiotemporal information)

and geolocations to analyze the user behavior. We establish

the overall accuracy of each indicator through extensive

experimentation with our crawled dataset. Based on the

outcomes of our approach, we are able to detect deceptive

profiles about gender and location with a reasonable

accuracy.

Keywords Deception detection � Gender classification �
Profile indicators � Profile characteristics � Profile
classification � Location classification � Twitter

1 Introduction

Online Social Networks (OSNs) are part of the daily life of

hundreds of millions of people. However, many user pro-

files in OSNs contain misleading, inconsistent, or false

information. Existing studies have shown that lying in

OSNs is widespread, often for protecting a user’s privacy.

In order for OSNs to continue expanding their role as a

communication medium in our society, it is crucial for us

to be confident about having a healthy and trusted rela-

tionships in OSNs. Trust is an important factor in OSNs.

However, information posted in OSNs is often not trusted

because lying is so widespread. Although privacy issues in

OSNs have attracted a considerable attention in recent

years, yet currently there is no work on detecting deception

in gender and location information posted in OSNs.

The long-term objective of this research is to automat-

ically flag deceptive information in user profiles and posts,

based on detecting inconsistencies in those profiles and

posts. Here we focus specifically on the detection of

inconsistent information involving user gender and the

detection of conflicting spatiotemporal information—in-

formation about space and time—involving user location.

In the sequel, we separately discuss our two approaches for
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detecting deception about gender and location. We col-

lected two distinct Twitter datasets and applied different

analysis methods to the two datasets.

We applied the following paradigm for detecting

deceptive information about gender.

1. We collected a dataset consisting of about 174,600

Twitter profiles by running a crawler on Twitter’s

programmable interfaces between January and Febru-

ary 2014. We were specifically interested in the

following features for each Twitter user profile: (1)

number of colors chosen by Twitter users for their

profile, (2) the user name, and (3) the user’s first name.

We selected profiles containing an external link to a

Facebook page specifying the gender of the Twitter

user.

2. We applied a number of preprocessing methods to

colors and names features of Twitter profiles. Profile

preprocessing significantly improved our ability to

predict the gender of a Twitter users from the collected

features.

3. We independently established the accuracy for each

feature (i.e., profile colors, first names, and user

names) for predicting the gender of a Twitter user by

conducting extensive experimentation with Twitter

profiles.

4. We defined a Bayesian classifier seeking to identify

Twitter users whose profile characteristics conflict with

the self-declared gender information collected from

Facebook. We identified several thousands profiles as

being potentially deceptive and a smaller subset of

profiles as being likely deceptive.

5. We manually checked the profiles and postings of

Twitter users that the Bayesian classifier had identified

as being potentially deceptive.

The outcome of these studies is that the first name, user

name, and background color chosen by a user for his/her

profile can provide reasonably accurate predictions of the

user’s gender. In addition, these characteristics can also

help finding deceptive information. We specifically iden-

tified 4 % of the 174,600 profiles analyzed as potentially

deceptive. Manual inspection was inconclusive in an

additional 7.8 % of profiles, as those profiles were either

deleted before we could manually inspect them or associ-

ated with multiple Twitter users (e.g., members of a club or

an interest group) rather than individual users. We also

manually inspected a statistically significant randomized

sample (about 5 %) of potentially deceptive profiles that

we identified. We found that about 8.7 % of these poten-

tially deceptive profiles were indeed likely deceptive. We

also found that many potentially deceptive profiles, about

19.6 % of the total, had been deleted before we could

examine them or belonged to groups of people. In addition,

there were 77 profiles of the 174,600 profiles analyzed as

likely deceptive. We manually inspected these likely

deceptive profiles and found that a large proportion of

those profiles (about 42.85 %) were indeed deceptive.

Furthermore, we applied the following paradigm for

detecting deceptive information about location.

1. We collected a dataset consisting of about 35,000

Twitter profiles by running a crawler on Twitter’s

programmable interfaces between March and April

2014. We were specifically interested in the following

features for each Twitter user profile: (1) temporal

information and (2) spatial information.

2. We validated our findings by comparing them with

information about travel destinations of Saudi residents

posted by the Saudi Tourist Information and Research

Centre.

3. We independently established the accuracy for each

feature by predicting the location of a Twitter user by

conducting extensive experimentation with Twitter

profiles.

4. We defined a Bayesian classifier seeking to identify

Twitter users whose profile tweets characteristics

contain conflicting information. We identified several

thousands profiles as being potentially deceptive and as

being likely deceptive.

5. We manually checked the profiles and postings of

Twitter users that the Bayesian classifier had identified

as being potentially deceptive.

To detect deception about user location, we conducted a

spatiotemporal analysis of postings (i.e., tweets) containing

geo-tagged information (i.e., latitude and longitude of the

client from which a tweet originated). We used publicly

available Twitter data of that period to find out where the

people spent their vacation for a particular country, Saudi

Arabia, and a particular holiday (Spring break, 2014). The

outcome of this study is that analysis of spatiotemporal

information extracted from tweets can provide reasonably

accurate predictions of the users’ locations accuracy. We

specifically identified 5 % of the 35,000 profiles in the

dataset as potentially deceptive profiles. We manually

inspected potentially deceptive profiles and found that a

large proportion of those profiles (about 35.0 %) were

indeed deceptive. We also manually inspected a statisti-

cally significant sample of the likely deceptive profiles that

we identified. We found, in some cases, that about 90.0 %

of the identified potentially deceptive profiles were indeed

likely deceptive. We conclude that our approach can pro-

vide reasonably accurate predictions of gender and location

feature-based deception.

On the whole, our preliminary results with our datasets

are very encouraging. We can identify deceptive informa-

tion about gender and location with reasonable accuracy. In
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addition, our methods use a relatively modest number of

profile characteristics and spatiotemporal features, result-

ing in a low-dimensional feature space. We have deliber-

ately excluded any other profile characteristics, such as

posted texts (tweets), because our approach combines a

good accuracy and language independence with low com-

putational complexity.

Our main contributions are outlined below.

1. We defined a novel framework for detecting deception

in user profiles using different profile characteristics

with inconsistent information (i.e., conflict indica-

tions). Our framework supports multiple approaches

for deception detection.

2. We created a large dataset of Twitter users, and we

applied our approaches to the dataset in an effort to

assess the performance of the approaches.

3. We applied novel preprocessing methods to our

datasets to enhance the accuracy of our gender

predictions.

4. We found that considering a combination of multiple

profile’s characteristics from each Twitter profile leads

to a reasonable degree of accuracy for detecting the

deception about gender and location.

5. We defined methods for identifying Twitter users

containing deceptive information about gender and

location.

6. Although we discuss the deception about gender before

Alowibdi et al. (2014), here in this research, we added

one more novel technique about deception which is the

location-based approach in detecting the deception.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion 2 gives background information and summary of

related work about deception, gender classification, and

location classification. In Sect. 3, we explain the motiva-

tion behind the work. In Sects. 4 and 5, we extensively

describe the deceptive profiles about gender and location

and also we report our empirical results. Finally, in Sect. 6,

we give some conclusions and outline future work

directions.

2 Related work

In this section, we are going to cite the related work in

detecting the deception of users profiles. We are specifi-

cally interested in detecting deception about user’s geo-

location and gender classification by utilizing spatiotem-

poral activities and posts. Related work to ours falls into

three categories, namely detection of deception in different

fields, deception based on location information of user’s

spatiotemporal activity, and deception based on gender

classification.

2.1 Deception

The field of the deception has recently attracted many

researchers. Alowibdi et al. (2014) proposed a novel

approach to detect the deceptive profiles utilizing incon-

sistent information about the gender. They compared dif-

ferent gender indicators in order to find deceptive profiles.

Then, they applied statistical algorithms to find inconsistent

information about the gender. After that, they flag for

potential deceptive profiles. Here, in this paper, we extend

that approach to find deceptive profiles using location-

based approach.

Currently, beside Alowibdi et al. (2014), there is another

research close to ours, which has been investigated by

Thomas et al. (2013). They investigated about 120,000

Twitter profiles to explore how fake profiles generally

behave. Also, there are many other researchers investigat-

ing the behavior of profiles in OSNs such as Castillo et al.

(2011) and Yardi et al. (2009). Most of these works

investigated spamming which is totally different than the

field of deception. On the other hand, our work defines a

model for automatically detecting deception and flag it for

further investigation.

In addition, many other researchers generally investigated

the deception in various applications such as chat, email, and

opinion applications (Castelfranchi and Tan 2001;Warkentin

et al. 2010; Caspi and Gorsky 2006; Hancock et al. 2004;

Newman et al. 2003). These researchers proposed linguistic

feature classification approach of text. Unlike most existing

approaches, our approach is different in term of its originality,

simplicity, and targeted platform (e.g., OSNs) and novelty.

Our approach involved detecting deceptive profile with

unreasonable and suspicious geo-location activities in OSN

profiles.

2.2 Gender classification

To our knowledge, the first work on gender classification

using a data set extracted from OSNs (e.g., Twitter) is by

Rao et al. (2010). They proposed a novel classification

algorithm called stacked-SVM-based classification. Their

approach depends on simple features such as n-grams,

stylistic features, and some statistics on a user’s profile.

Another work on Twitter, by Pennacchiotti and Popescu

(2011), used a different set of features extracted from

profile contents. These features are derived from an in-

depth analysis of profile contents, such as content structure

features, text content sentiment features, lexical features,

and explicit links pointing to outside sources. There are

various other works as well that have investigated gender

classification (Al Zamal et al. 2012; Burger et al. 2011; Liu

and Ruths 2013; Liu et al. 2012; Mislove et al. 2011; Rao

et al. 2011). These works achieved different accuracy
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results depending on the method used. A general disad-

vantage with these works is they use text-based charac-

teristics for gender classification, resulting in an explosion

in the resulting number of features (in the order of tens of

millions of features). In contrast with these methods, our

approach uses only a few hundred features, resulting in low

computational complexity and a high degree of scalability

(Alowibdi et al. 2013a, b).

2.3 Location classification

There aremanyworks for location-based classification using

a dataset extracted from OSNs (e.g., Twitter) such as Cheng

et al. (2010), Jurgens (2013), and Sakaki et al. (2010). Their

approach utilize classification algorithms and machine

learning techniques using many profile features. These fea-

tures are derived from an in-depth analysis of profile con-

tents, such as geo-location, content structure features, and

explicit links pointing to outside sources. A general advan-

tage is that these works can be implemented in our approach

for geo-location classification, but with different goal which

is to find inconsistent information that lead to detect

deceptive profiles. In contrast with these methods, our

approach to detect deceptive profiles first use spatiotemporal

classification and then apply statistical methods to find

unreasonable geo-location activities resulting in low com-

putational complexity and a high degree of scalability sim-

ilar to the approach in Alowibdi et al. (2014).

3 Motivation

Lying in OSNs is apparently quite widespread. In OSNs,

people lie for different reasons by posting information that

is not actually true about themselves. For example, children

may lie because they want to register for an OSN with age

restrictions. Adults may lie because they want to attract

others attention. According to one study, as many as 31 %

of users in OSNs provide false information to be safe

online (RealWire.com 2007). Also, in another study, only

20 % of people surveyed declared to be honest about the

information they provide online (Turner 2010). According

to yet another study, 56 % of teenager provided false

information in their profiles in order to protect themselves

from undesirable attention (Lenhart and Madden 2007). As

many as 42 % of children under the age of 13 reported that

they lie about their age in order to be able to see content

with age restrictions (Authority 2013). The interested

reader is referred elsewhere for additional detail about the

different forms of deception (Guerrero et al. 2012). Here,

we define deception as providing false information about

one’s own gender or location, regardless of the reasons for

providing such information.

The above surveys on deception in OSNs make it

important for users and administrators of OSNs to be

empowered with tools for automatically detecting false or

misleading personal information posted in OSNs; however,

tools of this kind are currently lacking. One reason for this

state of affairs is that there are no reliable indicators for

detecting deception; it is unclear which indicators will help

and which will not help. Deceitful people will sometimes

use great efforts to disguise their deceit. Thus, the problem

of detecting the deception is important, but extremely

challenging and worthy of attention. To our knowledge,

there is no previous work on detecting the deception based

on finding conflicting information in a user’s profile on an

OSN. This work, which extends our previous results

(Alowibdi et al. 2014), is part of a long-standing project

aimed at enhancing the trust among members of OSNs.

4 Detect deception about gender

In this section, we explain in detail our method for

detecting deception about the gender of a Twitter user and

we report empirical results for detecting the corresponding

profiles.

4.1 Background

The foundation of our approach for detecting deception

about gender was previous works in gender classification

(Alowibdi et al. 2013a, b). We sought to identify a Twitter

user’s gender based on the user’s profile characteristics

independently from a ground truth. In those reports, we

studied three kinds of profile characteristics, namely profile

layout colors, names, and user names. We preprocessed

profile colors with a novel color quantization (i.e., nor-

malization) method and we applied phoneme-based pre-

processing to the profile names and user names. Thanks in

part to our preprocessing methods, we obtained good

accuracy classification results with low computational

complexity and high scalability as shown in Table 1.

4.2 Dataset collection

Typically, in OSNs users create profiles describing their

interests, activities, and additional personal information.

Thus, we chose Twitter profiles as the starting point of our

Table 1 Accuracy results in deceptive profiles about gender obtained

by comparing inconsistent information of different profile character-

istics from Twitter profiles

Characteristics First names User names Colors All

Accuracy 82 % 70 % 75 % 85 %
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data collection for several reasons that were mentioned in

our previous work (Alowibdi et al. 2013a, b). In general,

users choose their own preferences for many fields (e.g.,

name, username, description, and colors) while editing

their profiles. Here, we are specifically interested in the

following seven fields from the profile of each Twitter user,

namely, name, username, background color, text color, link

color, and sidebar fill color.

We collected information about user profiles on Twitter by

running our crawler between January and February 2014. In

total, we collected 194,292 profiles, of which 104,535 were

classified as male and 89,757 were classified as female

according to the self-declared gender field in the Facebook

profile. We considered only profiles for which we obtained

gender information independently of Twitter content (i.e., by

following links to other profiles in Facebook). For each profile

in the dataset, we collected the seven profile fields listed

above. We also stratified the data by randomly sampling

174,600 profiles, of which 87,300 are classified as male and

87,300 are classified as female. In this manner, we obtain an

even baseline containing 50 % male and female profiles.

4.3 Dataset collection validation

The main threat to the validity of this research is our

reliance on self-declared gender information entered by

Twitter users on external web sites for validation of our

predictions. We believe that deceptive people sometimes

do make mistakes by entering conflicting information in

different OSNs. In this study, we rely on gender informa-

tion from external links posted by profile owners. We use

this gender information as our ground truth. Evidently, a

complete evaluation of 174,600 Twitter users would be

impractical. However, we manually spot checked about

10,000 of the profiles in our dataset that is about 6.6 % of

the dataset. In the cases that we checked by hand, we are

confident that the gender information we collected auto-

matically was indeed correct over 90 % of the time. In the

majority of the remaining cases, we could not determine

the accuracy of our ground truth.

4.4 Proposed approach

Detecting deception involving the gender of OSN users is

quite challenging. To date, there are no reliable indicators

for detecting deception of this kind. Our research is aimed

at detecting automatically deceptive profiles from profile

characteristics in OSNs. We are specifically interested in

detecting deception about user’s gender by utilizing profile

characteristics.

In general, there are multiple approaches for detecting

deception in OSNs depending on how one uses information

from profile characteristics. Here are some examples.

1. Detecting deception by comparing different character-

istics for each user in a dataset obtained from a single

OSN (e.g., first names and colors in a given OSN).

2. Detecting deception by comparing characteristics from

different OSNs (e.g., Twitter and Facebook) for the

same user.

3. Detecting deception by comparing a combination of

characteristics from a user’s profile in a given OSN (e.g.,

first name, user name and colors in a Twitter profile) with

a ground truth obtained from external source.

In the first case, one would compare gender characteristics

obtained from each user and flag for potential deception

profiles with conflicting indications. In the second case,

one would flag for potential deception users whose gender

indications from different OSNs conflict with each other. In

the third case, profiles whose characteristics conflict with

the ground truth are flagged for potential deception.

Our framework for detecting deception supports all

three approaches; however, in this research, we focused on

the third method. In the sequel, we describe an imple-

mentation using a Bayesian classifier, and we report on

preliminary empirical results with the method. We also

started investigating the second approach above; below we

report data comparing the accuracy of gender predictions

using first names from Twitter vs. Facebook. The first

method above requires a broader set of characteristics than

we have considered so far, including posted texts and user

descriptions, which are language dependent. We are cur-

rently investigating those additional characteristics. The

second method requires access to other OSNs than Twit-

ters, which is much more difficult to obtain.

4.4.1 Detecting the deception

Our approach to deception detection is based on our pre-

vious results on gender classification based on color fea-

tures contained in Twitter profiles and on first names and

user names contained therein. In brief, we analyzed user

profiles with different classifiers in the Konstanz Infor-

mation Miner (KNIME), which uses the Waikato Envi-

ronment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) machine

learning package (Berthold et al. 2009; Hall et al. 2008).

Consequently, for profile colors, we obtained our best

results when we considered the following five color-based

features in combination: (1) profile background color, (2)

text color, (3) link color, (4) sidebar fill color, and (5)

sidebar border color. We employed two preprocessing

stages in order to enhance the accuracy of our gender

predictions using profile colors. First, we apply color

clustering whereby we reduce the representation of profile

colors from the traditional 8-bit RGB representation to a 5-

bit RGB representation, by discarding the three least sig-

nificant bits from each of the red, green, and blue values.
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The traditional 8-bit RGB representation yields a feature

set consisting of 28�3 ¼ 224 or about 16 Million colors. A

feature set of this size would be mostly unnecessary as

most colors are perceptually indistinguishable from

neighboring colors with R, G, and B values differing only

by few units from the original color. Thus, we chose to

cluster colors in such a way that colors with a given cluster

are perceptually similar to each other. In this manner, we

reduce the total size of our color set to 25�3 ¼ 215 or about

32 thousand colors. The advantage is that we obtain a

statistically significant number of profile users in each

color cluster. The second preprocessing stage is a color

sorting technique by which we arrange colors according to

their hue. In this manner, we create a sequence in which

similar colors are close to one another.

We compared empirically the performance of gender

predictions using raw colors and colors obtained by

applying clustering and sorting. In general, the accuracy of

our gender predictions improved from 65 to 74 % when

applying the two preprocessing stages.

With respect gender predictions using first names and

user names, we applied a phoneme-based preprocessing

stage. In brief, we first transformed names in a variety of

alphabets to Latin characters used in the English alphabet

by applying the Google Input Tool (GIT) to the first names

and user names we had collected. GIT converts the

alphabet of different languages than English (e.g., Japa-

nese, Chinese, and Arabic) to characters in English. Next,

we transform English-alphabet names into phoneme

sequences. A phoneme is the smallest set of a language’s

phonology. For example, John can be represented as the

3-phoneme sequence ‘‘JH AA N,’’ while Mary can be

represented as ‘‘M EH R IY.’’ We use a phoneme set from

Carnegie Mellon University that contains exactly 40 pho-

nemes (Speech at CMU 2013). Each phoneme may carry

three different lexical stresses, namely no stress, primary

stress, and secondary stress. This transformation resulted in

a substantial reduction in the feature space of our classifier

with evident performance benefits. In general, our accuracy

has improved from about 71–82.5 % because of this pre-

processing stage. We are quite encouraged that not only we

improved the accuracy of our gender predictions, but we

also discovered a world-wide trend whereby similar

sounding names are associated with the same gender across

language, cultural, and ethnic barriers. We tried both finer

and coarser representations for names, and we found that

phonemes give us the best prediction accuracy among the

options that we considered, along with a dramatic reduction

in the size of our feature spaces.

In particular, we first report the accuracy of gender

predictions obtained with the three kinds of profile char-

acteristics that we considered so far for Twitter users,

namely first name, user name, and profile colors. Table 1

shows a summary of overall accuracy results obtained by

applying the NB-tree classification algorithm in the

KNIME machine learning package to our entire dataset.

Table entries show the overall percentage of user profiles

whose gender was predicted correctly using the charac-

teristics under consideration. In particular, Column 2

reports accuracy results of 82 % obtained with first names

alone; Column 3 reports accuracy results of 70 % obtained

with user names alone; Column 4 reports accuracy results

of 75 % obtained with the combination of five profile

colors we studied; and Column 5 reports accuracy results

of 85 % obtained when applying all characteristics (i.e.,

first names, user names, and colors) in combination. As

explained above, we preprocessed first names and user

names using our phoneme-based method (Alowibdi et al.

2013a). Although accuracy results vary depending on the

characteristics being used, the data in Table 1 show sig-

nificant improvements over the 50 % baseline for all the

characteristics, which are quite encouraging.

We compute the male trending factor m of each user

profile in our dataset with a Bayesian classifier that uses the

following formula.

m ¼ wf � sf þ wu � su þ wc � sc
wf þ wu þ wc

ð1Þ

In the above formula wf ; wu and wc denote the relative

weight of the three gender indicators we consider, namely

first names, user names, and the five color characteristics

combined. The weight of an indicator is given by the dif-

ference between the measured accuracy of that indicator, as

a percentage, and the baseline value of 50 %. Thus, if first

names have an accuracy of 82 %, the weight, wf of the first

name indicator is 32. Moreover, sf ; su and sc indicate the

sensitivity of a user’s feature for a given indicator. For

instance, the first name ‘‘Mary’’ has a high sensitivity,

close to 1, for the female trending index, and a low sen-

sitivity, close to 0, for the male trending index. We assign

sensitivity values depending on the proportion of female

vs. male users who have the given feature. Thus, the female

and male sensitivity for a given value complement each

other with respect to the unit value. Evidently, the male

trending index computed with Eq. (1) and the female

trending index computed by the corresponding formula for

f are also complementary with respect to one. The average

value of the male trending index over our stratified data set

is l ¼ 0:5013 with a standard deviation r ¼ 0:1887: These

are encouraging numbers. The average falls quite close to

the middle of the range for m, that is, between 0 and 1 (as a

percentage). Also, the standard deviation is sufficiently

high in order for m to be a significant factor in distin-

guishing male from female profiles.
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After computing the male trending index for each profile

in our dataset, we divide the profiles in the dataset into 5

groups depending on the computed male index m. We

define profiles with m values falling in the range

0�m� l� 2r as strongly trending female. Profiles whose

m value falls in the range l� 2r\m� l� r are classified

as weakly trending female. Conversely, we classify profiles

with m values falling in the range lþ 2r�m� 1 as

strongly trending male. Profiles whose m value falls in the

range lþ r�m\lþ 2r are classified as weakly trending

male. The remaining profiles are not deemed trending

either way (neutral profiles).

Last, we compare user profiles trending male or female

with the ground truth collected from Facebook profiles.

Profiles of strongly trending users whose computed trend

conflicts with the corresponding ground truth are flagged

for likely deception. Profiles of weakly trending users

whose computed trend conflicts with the corresponding

ground truth are flagged for potential deception. Note that

our analysis is inconclusive in the case of users whose

computed m value differs from average l by less than the

standard deviation r: We plan to explore alternative

approaches to deception detection within our framework in

order to include these users in our analysis.

4.5 Empirical results

Here we report the results of the empirical studies on our

dataset. We first report our current results in the identifi-

cation of deceptive profiles contained in our dataset. We

generated these results by linearly weighing gender indi-

cators obtained from different Twitter profile characteris-

tics and by comparing the resulting male trending factors

with the self-declared genders in the corresponding Face-

book profiles. Next, we report preliminary results on

comparing the same type of characteristic (i.e., first names)

from two different OSNs (Facebook vs. Twitter).

4.5.1 Empirical evaluation of feature relevance in Twitter

Table 2 reports the size of the five subsets of our Twitter

profiles resulting from partitioning based on the computed

male trending factor m of each user. Recall that the average

and standard deviation of m over our entire dataset are

l ¼ 0:5013 and r ¼ 0:1887; respectively. Table columns

report data for Twitter profiles classified as strongly

trending female, weakly trending female, neutral, weakly

trending male, and strongly trending male. The rows give

the following information for each group of profiles: (1) the

ranges of m values, (2) the total number of profiles in each

group, (3) the number of potentially deceptive profiles

among weakly trending profiles, and (4) the number of

likely deceptive profiles among the strongly trending pro-

files. Groups are defined according to the standard devia-

tion formula given earlier. The values of m are determined

according to Eq. (1) above.

Table 2 shows that there are 59 (18) likely deceptive

profiles among strongly trending female (male) profiles.

Also, we have 2677 (3779) potentially deceptive profiles

among weakly trending female (male) profiles. We were

able to determine that 28 of the 59 strongly trending female

profiles declaring a male gender indication on Facebook in

fact belonged to female users by a manual inspection of

those profiles. For the remaining 31 profiles, we were either

unable to determine the user’s gender by a visual exami-

nation of the profiles in question, or we determined that

those profiles in fact belonged to male users, as declared in

Facebook. Likewise, for the 18 strongly trending male

profiles declaring a female gender, we were able to deter-

mine that 5 profiles indeed belonged to male users, with 11

profiles belonging to female users. We were unable to

determine the gender of the remaining two profiles.

We manually inspected a randomized sample of the

potentially deceptive profiles in order to verify the accu-

racy of our predictions in this case. We specifically

examined 133 weakly trending female profiles and 188

weakly trending male profiles, or about 5 % of each group.

We found that 17 of 133 female trending potentially

deceptive profiles were indeed deceptive (i.e., female users

declaring to be male). We also found that 24 of these 133

profiles had been deleted or belonged to groups of people.

Out of the 188 weak-male, potentially deceptive profiles,

we found 11 profiles to be clearly deceptive, while a further

39 profiles had been deleted or belonged to groups of

people. On the whole, we found that about 8.7 % of

potentially deceptive profiles that we examined were

indeed deceptive. We also found that many more poten-

tially deceptive profiles, about 19.6 % of the total, had

Table 2 Accuracy results in gender predictions obtained using different profile characteristics from Twitter profiles

Strong female Weak female Neutral Weak-male Strong male

Index range 0�m� 12:3 12:3\m� 31:1 31:1\m� 68:9 68:9\m� 87:7 87:7\m� 1

Number of profiles 2673 30,493 109,562 30,717 1155

Potentially deceptive – 2677 – 3779 –

Likely deceptive 59 – – – 18
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been deleted before we could examine them or belonged to

groups of people.

Finally, we conducted a longitudinal study on first

names of potentially deceptive profiles in our dataset. A

surprisingly high number of such profiles showed a name

change. In particular, 892, about 33.3 %, of the 2,677 weak

female, potentially deceptive profiles showed a name

change between the time of our dataset collection (January

and February 2014) and this writing (September 2014). In

399 cases, the two first names in question were fully

incompatible with each other (i.e., the two names were not

a nickname or short version of one another.) This is

indicative of deception on a user’s first name contained in

Twitter profiles; at least one of the original name or the

new name must have been incorrect for 399 of 2,677

profiles or 25.6 % of these profiles. Likewise, we found

that 968 of 3,779 weak-male, potentially deceptive profiles

showed a name change, with inconsistent names in 491

cases, or 13.0 % of the total.

4.5.2 Comparing first names in different OSNs

Now we report on empirical comparisons of first names

extracted from two different OSNs, namely Twitter and

Facebook. Our goal is to determine which of the two

indicators is a more reliable predictor of gender for the

same user when used independently of other characteris-

tics. Recall that some Twitter profiles contain a link to a

Facebook page for the same user. In fact, our dataset

contains only profiles in which this link is present. Thus,

we ran the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier on

our all of our stratified dataset, consisting of 174,600

profiles with a 50 % male and female breakdown. No

characteristics in addition to first names were included in

these experiments.

We noted a significant difference in the reliability of

first names from Facebook vs. Twitter as gender predictors.

In particular, we report an accuracy of 87 % for Facebook

names and an accuracy of 75 % only for Twitter names.

This result seems to indicate that the greater degree of

structure and formality imposed by a Facebook profile with

respect to a Twitter profile has resulted in a higher degree

of trustworthiness for the former profiles than the latter

profiles. For instance, a Facebook profile includes a gender

field, first-name field, last-name field, and a nickname field.

A Twitter profile has a single field for a user’s full name.

We speculate that the ability for a user to define a nick-

name in Facebook may induce users to report their true first

names in the first-name field, whereas Twitter users may be

tempted to casually report their nicknames in the full name

field of their Twitter profiles.

Previously we defined a phoneme-based method for

enhancing the reliability of first names and usernames as

predictors of gender (Alowibdi et al. 2013a). We also

applied this technique to Facebook names and Twitter

names. When this technique is used, our accuracy results

improve to 91 % for Facebook first names and to 82 % for

Twitter names, as reported in Table 1. These results further

confirm the greater accuracy of Facebook names as gender

predictors with respect to first names extracted from

Twitter.

4.5.3 Evaluation of predictions by multiple blind review

We further evaluated the accuracy of our predictions on

gender deception by a multiple blind review of a statisti-

cally significant sample of potentially deceptive profiles.

We used the following procedure. First, we randomly

selected 400 potentially deceptive profiles, with a 50 %

male and female breakdown, from our dataset. These

profiles cover approximately 10 % of all potentially

deceptive profiles in our dataset, excluding profiles that

were deleted between the time the profiles were collected

and the time we evaluated the profiles. As we mentioned

earlier, about 19 % of potentially deceptive profiles in our

dataset were in fact deleted before we could analyze them

manually.

Second, we asked 5 evaluators to determine the gender

of the profile holders for each of the 400 potentially

deceptive profiles. Each evaluator was instructed to follow

a sequence of examination steps. First, each evaluator was

instructed to examine profile characteristics such as profile

colors, user name, and first name. Next, each evaluator was

to examine the self-description of the profile’s user. Next,

each evaluator was to examine profile postings (i.e.,

tweets), avatar and pictures in reverse chronological order.

However, evaluators were not told the self-declared gender

collected from Facebook for each of the 400 randomly

chosen profiles. In addition, evaluators were required to

work independently of other evaluators, without commu-

nicating with each other.

Each evaluator could return, for each of the 400 profiles,

one of four possible outcomes: (1) Male, meaning that the

profile was thought to belong to a male user with a high

degree of confidence; (2) Female, meaning that the profile

was thought to belong to a female user with a high degree

of confidence; (3) Male/Female, meaning that the profile

was thought to belong to multiple people of different

genders; and (4) Unclear, meaning that the gender of the

profile’s holder could not be established from the profile’s

characteristics.

Table 3 shows the outcomes returned by each evaluator

in the case of the 200 potentially deceptive, trending male

profiles. These profiles had a self-declared female gender in

the corresponding Facebook profile. All evaluators identi-

fied a number of profiles as being deceptive, although the
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total number of such profiles varied by each evaluator. For

instance, evaluator B identified 36 profiles as being

deceptive, with a further 22 profiles belonging to multiple

users. At the opposite end, evaluator D identified 15 pro-

files as deceptive with 42 further profiles being unclear.

Clearly, evaluator D followed a more conservative

approach to gender verification than evaluator B.

On the whole, the five evaluators found that on average

11.3 % of the profiles belong to male users. Thus, they

were indeed deceptive. Also, about 9.2 % of profiles

belong to multiple people of different genders, arguably a

deceptive condition. In addition, on average 11.9 % of

profiles were unclear whether belonging to a male or a

female user.

Similarly, Table 4 shows the outcomes returned by each

evaluator in the case of the 200 potentially deceptive,

trending female profiles. These profiles had a self-declared

male gender in the corresponding Facebook profile. All

evaluators identified a number of profiles as being decep-

tive, although the total number of such profiles varied by

each evaluator. Again, evaluator B identified the highest

number of profiles as being deceptive, with 30 such profiles

and a further 12 profiles belonging to multiple users. This

time, evaluator E identified the lowest number of deceptive

profiles with 20 deceptive profiles, 26 multiple-user pro-

files, and 29 undecidable profiles.

Overall, the five evaluators found that on average

12.0 % of the 200 profiles belonged to female users with a

high degree of confidence, meaning that these profiles were

indeed deceptive. Also, there were a further 13.2 % of

profiles belonging to multiple people of different genders.

Finally, 9.8 % of profiles were unclear as to whether they

belonged to male or female users.

Table 5 shows the degree of agreement on the gender of

each profile examined among our five evaluators. We

measured the frequency with which our five evaluators

reached a consensus on the gender of each profile they

examined. We defined different levels of consensus as

three, four, or five evaluators returning the same outcome

on a given profile. As the data in table shows, in the

overwhelming majority of cases (90 % of the profiles) at

least three evaluators of five evaluators returned the same

outcome. Moreover, in 42 % of the profiles, our evaluators

reached a unanimous agreement. While the number of

cases in which consensus was not reached is relatively

modest, 40 profiles or 10 % of the total, we believe this

number is inflated by different interpretations of two of the

outcomes by our evaluators. In particular, evaluator C

tended to use the outcome male/female when a profile

could not conclusively identified with either gender,

Table 3 Outcomes returned by each evaluator for potentially

deceptive, trending male profiles

Female Male Female/male Unclear Total profiles

A 134 25 10 31 200

B 129 36 22 13 200

C 130 21 49 0 200

D 142 15 1 42 200

E 141 16 10 33 200

Table 4 Outcomes returned by each evaluator for potentially

deceptive, trending female profiles

Female Male Female/male Unclear Total profiles

A 29 108 42 21 200

B 30 148 12 10 200

C 26 122 52 0 200

D 22 140 0 38 200

E 20 125 26 29 200

Table 5 Consensus results

from the evaluators for all

potentially deceptive profiles

No consensus 3 consensus 4 consensus 5 consensus Total

Trending male

No. of Pro. 20 35 56 89 200

Female 18 40 83

Male 4 3 6

F/M 3 1 0

Unclear 10 12 0

Trending female

No. of Pro. 20 40 61 79 200

Female 2 10 9

Male 22 46 70

F/M 6 0 0

Unclear 10 5 0
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whereas evaluator D tended to use the ‘‘unclear’’ outcome

in such cases (see Tables 3 ,4).

In summary, we are satisfied that our evaluators tended

to agree quite often. Of course, an exact determination of a

user’s gender is impossible without access to confidential

demographic information. While some individual errors in

the identification a user’s gender were possibly made

during our verification process, we are confident that the

gender of profile users was generally identified correctly by

our evaluators. We concluded that about 11–12 % of

potentially deceptive profiles on average are indeed

deceptive with a further 11 % of profiles belonging to

multiple users of different genders.

5 Detecting deception about location

In this section, we explain in detail our method for

detecting deception about the location of a Twitter user and

we report empirical results for detecting the corresponding

profiles.

5.1 Background and rationale

To leverage the level of trust in OSNs, we need to detect the

deceptive profiles by finding misleading, inconsistent, or

false information using the user profiles (i.e., profile char-

acteristics and spatiotemporal activities). This can be done

using knowledge from users’ activities. People nowadays

periodically edit, change, and post their information using

geo-tagged tweets. Thus, analysis of the user information

and geo-tagged tweets that come with spatiotemporal

information can provide trends of behavior leading to the

detection of deception. In this work, we provide novel

location-based approach that rely on publicly available

information contained in Twitter user profiles and on posted

geo-tagged tweets with spatiotemporal information.

5.1.1 Why does detecting deception about location matter?

Posting tweet with geo-location is now a common part of

communication on Twitter. However, in geo-tagged tweets,

it is relatively easy to disguise someone’s location using

services such as Hotspot Shield (AnchorFree-Inc 2014).

Deception about location is sometimes indicative of a

broader pattern of deception. While some Twitter members

may disguise their location in order to protect their privacy,

others may lie about their location to buttress lies about

trips that they took or their physical whereabouts.

Analyzing geo-tagged tweets can serve a variety of

stakeholders, including OSN users, governmental tourism

agencies, law enforcement agencies for legal investiga-

tions, commercial advertisement agencies, and various

kinds of businesses—such as restaurants and retailers—

seeking to learn about the behavior of their customers.

5.2 Goals and assumptions

We are detecting deceptive profiles about locations based

on finding inconsistent, misleading, unreasonable, and

conflicting spatiotemporal information from a given user.

For example, when a user posts multiple tweets with dif-

ferent locations within a short period of time, it is possible

that the tweets may be fake. Twitter users may wish to

conceal their locations for multiple reasons, such as to

protect their privacy or to buttress additional lies about

their personal life. While conducting this research, we

discovered that some Twitter users lied about visiting

exotic places to gain popularity among their Twitter

readership. One of the user gave his Twitter account

information to a friend, who is visiting a foreign location,

in order to show that the original user was actually

traveling!

We treat any efforts of disguising someone’s location

or lying about their location as deceptive. This kind of

analysis faces two main challenges. First, the huge

amount of tweets generated world-wide prevents us from

performing a pairwise comparison of all tweets from

every user whose information we crawled. For example,

Twitter generates about 500 Million tweets daily. More-

over, Twitter allows us to collect around 2.5 % of tweets

generated daily (or 13 Million tweets). Also, Twitter

allows to collect about 50 % of the geo-tagged tweets. In

the case of geo-tagged tweets, we know the exact coor-

dinates of the Twitter client and the time when the tweet

was posted. Therefore, checking all tweets from all users

that we crawled would lead to an insurmountable com-

putational complexity. In addition, validation of poten-

tially deceiving and likely deceiving user tweets would be

impossible. Second, most Twitter users do not travel most

of the time. In order to conduct meaningful experiments,

we must choose a time of the year when people are likely

to travel.

We address the two challenges above by restricting our

analysis to one specific country, Saudi Arabia, and a hol-

iday period when many people in that country are likely to

travel for vacation. The Spring break holiday period ran

from March 20–27, 2014. We chose this target location for

our study because three authors were in fact located in

Saudi Arabia during the chosen holiday period. In this

manner, we could study the activities of a set of users

whose behavior we are familiar with. The uniformity and

the size of the population that we studied made it easier for

us to validate our empirical findings through manual

examinations of tweets that we flagged as potentially

deceptive.
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5.3 Dataset collection

Twitter generates daily a massive amount of data that can

be analyzed and classified for different reasons. Here, we

use Twitter data to detect profiles containing deceptive

location information using spatiotemporal features of pos-

ted tweets. We ran our crawler between March 1st, 2014

and April 30th, 2014. We started our crawler with a set of

random tweets using Twitter streaming APIs. We contin-

uously added any tweets that the crawler encountered

either with or without geo-tagged information. Subse-

quently, we filtered out all tweets without geo-tagged

information. The geo-tagged information, here, is impor-

tant because it contains explicit spatial and temporal

information that we use to detect deceptive profiles.

Overall, the dataset consists of around 600 Million

tweets world-wide crawled between March and April 2014,

including tweets without geo-tagging. We analyzed a

portion of this dataset and identified about 2.5 Million

unique users.

For each tweet in the dataset, we collected the spatial

and temporal information, the posted tweet’s text infor-

mation, and the profile holder’s profile information. These

are the key information items needed for our study. The

indicators, we considered here, for detecting deceptive

profiles about location, differ from other approaches in

detecting the deception, such as detecting deceptive pro-

files about gender, age, culture, education, ethnic infor-

mation, or even political views.

Our goal was to extract users’ activities two weeks

before the Spring holiday as well as users’ activities during

the Spring holiday for the selected country. Therefore, we

filtered the dataset according to spatial and temporal cri-

teria. First, we selected geo-tagged tweets issued between

March 10th and 19th, 2014. This selection yielded a

dataset D1 containing about 100 Million tweets. We fur-

ther selected tweets with coordinates located in Saudi

Arabia out of D1, resulting in tweet subset DA containing

1.3 Million tweets. We defined Saudi Arabia as a geo-

graphical area enclosed by a polygon with 36 sides. We

identified the corners of the polygon by carefully selecting

locations on the borders of that country. The tweets in

dataset DA originated from 81,116 unique users, thought

to be Saudi residents because the corresponding tweets

were geo-tagged within Saudi Arabia. We denote this user

set by SU.

Next, we selected tweets issued between March 20,

2014 and March 27, 2014—the holiday break—from our

entire dataset consisting of 600 Million tweets. We

obtained a dataset, D2, containing about 40 Million tweets.

We further selected tweets originating from SU users

from D2. The resulting set DB contains tweets created by

Saudi residents and issued during the holiday break. We

used the set DB for our analysis below. Dataset DB con-

tains 293,443 geo-tagged tweets. Out of that dataset DB,

we have 35,788 unique user profiles and 222,524 unique

visited coordinates. There are 215 unique countries,

including the undefined country for tweets issued from

oceans or other locations not belonging to any country.

Table 6 shows the countries with over 100 visits during the

Spring break of March 2014 in our dataset DB1. In DB,

there are 270,504 visits (i.e., tweets) made within the

source country of Saudi Arabia. In addition, there are

6,104 visits (i.e., tweets) from the undefined country and

16,835 visits (i.e., tweets) from other defined coun-

tries than the original source country. There are

38,254 unique visits made to the 215 countries (i.e., repe-

ated visits to the same country are not counted). There are

2,466 users who apparently visited more than one country.

These visits can be conflicting visits and might be poten-

tially deceptive profiles. In addition, there are

1,482 unique visits made to an undefined country. Fur-

thermore, there are 2,866 unique visits to 213 differ-

ent countries than Saudi Arabia and the undefined country.

Table 6 Table shows number of users visits to each country during

the Spring break of March 2014

No. of visits Country code Country name

209490 sa Saudi Arabia

2174 ae United Arab Emirates

1914 kw Kuwait

842 gb Great Britain

716 us United States

658 tr Turkey

559 my Malaysia

541 id Indonesia

503 eg Egypt

425 qa Qatar

415 br Brazil

394 fr France

369 bh Bahrain

298 jo Jordan

256 de Germany

239 es Spain

214 aq Antarctica

157 sd Sudan

133 jp Japan

132 cn China

123 ru Russian Federation

114 in India

104 ca Canada

103 it Italy

1 For the purpose of this research, we treat Antarctica as a country.
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Figure 1 shows the flow information that we followed in

creating datasets D1 and D2.

5.4 Approach

In order to detect unusual behaviors by Saudi travelers

during the holiday break in March, 2014, we first analyzed

the prevailing behavior of those travelers during the period.

Our goal was to identify and examine manually behaviors

deviating from the norm before deciding our criteria for

flagging potentially deceptive profiles.

We started our analysis with the whole crawled dataset.

We specifically considered about 150 Million geo-tagged

tweets world-wide. Next, we applied k-means clustering to

locations. We experimented with various values of k, the

number of clustered locations. We found that k ¼ 30 was a

reasonable compromise between the number of clusters

and the accuracy needed to support our further analysis

steps.

Next, we considered all tweets from each user in data-

set DB. Each user is represented as a graph whose nodes

convey location and temporal information (i.e., coordinates

and time) of each geo-tagged tweet from that user while the

edges capture the chronological movement of the user. We

then mapped the nodes of each graph (corresponding to the

movements of each user in DB) to the nearest cluster

points.

We observed chronological movement patterns from the

aggregated graphs (i.e., chronological movements origi-

nated from each country in the region of interest). We

further simplified the graphs by choosing one location from

many locations in the same country visited by a Saudi

holiday traveler. We show the visualization for travel

originating in Saudi Arabia in Fig. 2. Evidently, most

Saudis traveling abroad during the holiday break visited

exactly one country. For this reason, we decided to flag

travelers visiting two or more countries as potentially

deceptive. We counted the undefined country as well as

identified countries when applying this criterion. We also

flagged as potentially deceptive travelers to countries

where travel is discouraged, such as countries in a state of

war, since travel to such countries is highly unlikely.

Moreover, we decided to flag travelers visiting three or

more countries (including the undefined country) as likely

deceptive. The remainder of our analysis is based on these

two definitions.

We manually examined all potentially deceptive and

likely deceptive profiles in order to determine whether the

tweets from those profiles appeared consistent with real

travel to the locations of the tweets. We used this analysis

to determine whether a user profile was either truly

deceptive or not. For all these users, we had to crawl

additional data within the limitations allowed by Twitter in

order to make an accurate determination. We used various

kinds of information to make the determination. For

example, we used inconsistent spatiotemporal information,

such as tweets from disparate locations within a short

period of time, to determine that a user’s profile was

deceptive. We plan to feed our findings about deception

into our classifier to train the classifier for future analysis of

this kind. Our long-term goal is to avoid manual exami-

nation of user profiles altogether by building a fully auto-

mated, ground-truth-based classifier system.

5.5 Empirical results

There are two ways in computing the deceptive location

trending factors that leads to detect deceptive profiles. In

this subsection, we are exploring the two approaches to

detect deceptive profiles about locations.

5.5.1 Traveling to multiple foreign countries

Following the approach above, we checked profiles of

users visiting multiple countries, including the undefined

country, during Spring break. We found that there are 2466

Fig. 1 The flow information for the dataset collection
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user profiles from dataset DB that meet this condition. This

was computed by comparing the number of unique users,

which is 35,788, to the number of the total visits made by

those unique users as shown in Table 7. It shows the user

profiles who visited either one country or more than one

country during the spring break. We ignore any additional

visits made inside the border of destination (e.g., if the user

visits two or more locations within the same country, those

explored visits are not counted, but, considered as one

visit). For the purpose of this analysis, we divide the

35,788 identified user profiles into three disjoint sets.

Therefore, in this subsection, we discuss potentially

deceptive users as well as likely deceptive users based on

vacation activities.

From Table 7, we have 1656 users out of 35,788 unique

users having visited more than one country during the

holiday break. Also, there are 4,142 visited countries made

by these 1,656 users. Thus, in some cases, those users

showed conflicting and impossible geo-location activities.

Furthermore, Table 8 shows that there are around 1,656

users identified to be as either potentially or likely decep-

tive. In addition, we have identified, 323 users, about

19.5 %, as potentially deceptive and 580 users, about

35.0 %, as likely deceptive, out of the 1656. Those flagged

potentially and likely deceptive profiles, which shown in

Table 8, were further investigated manually by following

the approach we explained above.

One Naı̈ve way to compute a statistical representation of

deceptive profile is to compute speed and time as Euclidean

distance:

Deceptivelocation ¼
ðlocation1; location2Þ

ðtime2� time1Þ ð2Þ

Given this computed path speed if it is conflicting as

compare to normal speed , then, it is a potential deceptive

profile about location. Indeed, we verified the profiles that

we identified and reported them in Table 8.

5.5.2 Traveling to discouraged countries

For the purpose of this analysis, we divide the 35,788

identified user profiles into two disjoint sets. Therefore, in

this subsection, we discuss potentially deceptive users

based on their visits to discouraged countries. We checked

Fig. 2 Where did the Saudis Spent the Spring Break of 2014
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profiles of users visiting discouraged countries during

Spring break. We follow a simple and greedy statistical

method that uses DB.

First, we identified a list of discouraged countries, such

as countries in a state of war. It is highly unlikely that

someone will go for a vacation in such a country. We then

flagged any profiles that spent the holiday break in such

countries. The list of the discouraged countries are different

from a country to another. For our study, we selected the

10-top discouraged countries provided by the government

of Canada to their citizen since the government of Saudi

Arabia does not provide any list of discouraged countries.

We detailed this list of discouraged countries in the dis-

cussion subsection.

Assume that DC is the list of discouraged countries.

This list should be subset of the country list that extracted

from dataset DB. Therefore, any profile from the dataset

DB to countries that meets this condition, is flagged as

potentially deceptive. We identified 62 visits that are subset

of DCdiscourage�countries:Also, from the 62 visits, we identi-

fied 32 unique users. Thus, those 32 users are flagged as

potentially deceptive. We manually further inspected those

users and identified 29 users, about 90.0 %, as likely

deceptive. In fact, All 29 users are indeed identified earlier

in the subsection of traveling to multiple foreign countries

(i.e., 29 users match the list of likely deceptive profiles that

we identified in the previous subsection). Table 9 shows

the accuracy results in detecting deception using the top-10

discouraged countries.

In conclusion, we are only including the top-0 discour-

aged countries. However, if we have including more dis-

couraged countries or the least visited countries to this

approach, we may identify more profiles to be as potential

deceptive.

5.6 Discussion

In this section, we explain how we validated our findings

by comparing them with information about travel destina-

tions of Saudi residents posted by the Saudi Tourist

Information and Research Centre (STIRC). We also vali-

dated our findings by manually inspecting potentially and

likely deceptive profiles. Also, we include some challenges

faced during this investigation.

5.6.1 Validation by comparing with official data

We confirmed travel destinations of users in Saudi Arabia

based on a study conducted by the Saudi Tourist Infor-

mation and Research Centre (TIARC 2014). This study

was published by the SABQ Online Newspaper (Newspa-

per 2014). According to the study, the top 10 destinations

for about 6 Million Saudis are United States of America,

United Kingdom, Malaysia, Gulf Cooperation Council

Countries excluding Saudi Arabia, Indonesia, Philippines,

Turkey, Morocco, Australia, and Switzerland. Similarly,

our dataset shows our findings match the study by the

Saudi Tourist Information and Research Centre. Our find-

ings show that the top 10 destinations are Gulf Cooperation

Council Countries excluding Saudi Arabia, United

Table 7 Table shows the number of profiles visiting different

countries within a short period of time

No. of countries No. of profile visits

1 34132

2 1487

3 143

4 8

5 2

6 1

7 1

8 1

10 1

22 1

25 1

40 2

47 2

51 1

55 1

86 1

206 1

Table 8 Accuracy results in detecting deceptive profiles obtained

using spatiotemporal location-based approach that applied to traveler

who travel to multiple foreign countries

Neutral Potential Likely

Number of profiles 34,132 1487 169

Neutral – 751 2

Potentially deceptive – 308 15

Likely deceptive – 428 152

The accuracy – 28.8 % 89.9 %

Table 9 Accuracy results in detecting deceptive profiles obtained

using spatiotemporal location-based approach that applied to traveler

who travel to discouraged countries

Neutral Potential

Number of profiles 35,756 32

Neutral – 1

Potentially deceptive – 2

Likely deceptive – 29

The accuracy – 90.0 %
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Kingdom, Indonesia, Turkey, United States of America,

Egypt, Jordan, Malaysia, France, and Spain. It also shows

more than expected visits to such countries as Brazil,

Germany, and India. This validation leads us to have a

better understanding about where the Saudis are spending

their vacations as normally expected according to the

government data. Therefore, any conflicting or unexpected

destination locations information to the Saudis must be

checked for further investigation.

According to the government of Canada (Gofcanada

2014), there are 12 discouraged destinations. The citizens

of Canada are warned not to visit the following countries:

Niger, Chad, South Sudan, Somalia, Yemen, Central Africa

Republic, Syria, Iraq, Iran, Afghanistan, and North Korea.

Our experiments have shown that there are 62 unique

Saudis who visited these countries.

5.6.2 Validation of the user profiles who made more

than 50 visits

Here, we validate our dataset by randomly selected any

profile who meets the following condition. The condition is

to select any profile in our dataset DB who visits more than

50 locations during the holiday break. Given the fact about

where the Saudis spent their vacations, we have identified

around 880 unique users, about 2.4 % of the population,

who visited more than 50 locations (i.e., more than 50

checked-in) during the holiday. In this case, we counted all

the visits the user made—inside and outside—the countries

that the user explored. In fact, we crawled those 880 users

again to get more tweets information, and found that they

generated more than 1.3 Million tweets in which around

1.1 Million tweets contain geo-location information and the

others come without geo-location information. As a result,

we further investigated those profiles by applying our

manual approach to check whether those geo-tagged tweets

are inconsistent with the spatiotemporal information. We

found, yet, that 523 out of the 880, about 59.4 %, users are

likely deceptive profiles and we report that in Table 8.

Moreover, in another way in selecting random profiles to

be investigated manually, we have listed all the countries

that were visited by Saudis in ascending order of their

visits. We have around 215 unique points (i.e., countries).

Also, there are around 34 countries have been visited by at

least 10 unique Saudis. In contradiction, there are 1482

Saudis who visited the undefined country. In addition, there

are around 180 countries have been visited by at most 9

unique Saudis. From the bottom of the list, we randomly

selected 200 profiles with visits to discouraged countries to

be manually inspected for deception. We found 34 profiles,

about 17 %, are likely deceptive after manually inspected

them. Through this investigation, we also randomly

selected one profile out of the 34 likely deceptive users to

deeply manually inspected. The chosen profile visited a

discouraged country in which located in Africa. This kind

of visit is considered as unusual, and, to be as potentially

deceptive at the one hand. On the other hand, we manually

further inspected this profile. Therefore, we found that the

profile generates random geo-tagged tweets that come with

random geo-location and random posting text in every

5 min.

5.6.3 Challenges

We experienced many challenges during dataset collection

and validation. One of the major challenge was that some

of geo-tagged tweets do not have accurate or complete geo-

location information which make it a bit difficult decision

for the weighted spatiotemporal features indication. Thus,

the spatiotemporal features indications must be inter-

changed dynamically based on the available information.

Another challenge is that some of the profile’s settings

are edited periodically by the owners. For example, we

collected enough geo-tagged tweets information for a

profile at one point of time, but, on the other time, we have

different geo-tagged tweets information that belong to the

same profile. Currently we just excluded those types of

profiles.

6 Conclusions and future work

Our ultimate goal is to find inconsistent information in

online social networks about user gender and location in

order to detect deception. In particular, we defined a set of

analysis methods for that purpose on Twitter. Also, we

apply Bayesian classification and K-means clustering

algorithms to Twitter profile characteristics (e.g., profile

layout colors, first names, user names, and spatiotemporal

information) to analyze user behavior. Therefore, in this

study, we presented frameworks for detecting deception

about gender and location information. In addition, we

reported preliminary empirical results with a strategy for

attaining this goal within the framework. Through exten-

sive experiments, our current results show considerable

promise for our framework. Based on the outcomes of our

approach, we are able to detect deceptive profiles with an

accuracy of around 90.0 % in some cases. Our empirical

experiments obtained by applying our algorithms to mul-

tiple datasets showed promising results.

In the future, we will continue exploring alternative

strategies in an effort to improve the accuracy of our pre-

dictions. Although, our two approaches in detecting the

deception, namely detecting the deception about gender

and location, are independent and different in term of their

depth, properties, structures, and novelties, yet, the
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synthesis of the two approaches are going to be imple-

mented and going to provide a powerful tool in detecting

the deceptive profiles. We will also consider additional

features, such as the genders of Twitter friends and fol-

lowers, as part of gender predictions as well as more fea-

tures in the location. We will also explore text-based

features factors for both approaches, such as user postings,

and we will include these features if their advantages

outweigh their cost in terms of language dependence and

increased computational complexity. Finally, we plan to

explore more novel approaches in detecting the deception

such as age and other factors that are supported by our

main framework.
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